
Request for Restricted Student Data
for Research Purposes at Indiana University

Investigator: Justin Hodgson

Investigator must either (1) hold a faculty appointment at Indiana University or (2) have an appointment at Indiana University that is
eligible to be a principal investigator and where the primary responsibility is the conduct of research.

Personnel
(Role): By Restricted Data I assume we are talking about the gathered, filtered, and clean

data (i.e., no personal identifiers). If Restricted Data is, however, meant to include
things like personal identifiers, then only the PI and Co-PI would have access to
that information (which they would have access to as part of their normal duties in
relation to the courses/data sets) and/or could grant temporary access to that data to
data science assistants to help with de-identification and filtering/cleaning of the
data. All other research personnel listed are intended to only have access to the
clean/filtered data:

- PI -  Justin Hodgson, Associate Professor and Director/Project Lead of
Online Composition, Dept. of English, IUB

- Co-PI - Miranda Rodak, Director of Undergraduate Teaching, Dept. of
English, IUB

- Alex Penn, Visiting Lecture, Dept. of English, IUB
- Laura Rosche, Graduate Student (ABD), Dept. of English, IUB
- Mary Helen Truglia, Graduate Student (ABD), Dept. of English, IUB
- Chris Andrews, Graduate Student (ABD), Dept. of Education, IUB

(Of note: Chris is not currently listed on our IRB personnel as this was
exempted research and the amendment to add him was deemed not
necessary owing to the exempt category – i.e., I was able to include him
with our research personnel without needing the amendment)

- Jeremy Dean, Vice President for Education, Hypothesis (approved as
outside researcher/affiliate as part of an IRB amendment)

- Jeremiah (Remi) Kalir, Assistant Professor, University of Colorado Denver
(approved as outside researcher/affiliate as part of an IRB amendment)

All Research Staff who will have access to the Restricted Data must be listed, including their primary roles at IU.  These personnel
must also match the personnel listed on an attached IRB protocol.  All personnel must have official affiliations with IU.  If personnel
on the project are not affiliated with IU, contact Research Contracting in the Office of Research Administration.

Project Start
and End
Dates:

January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2025
The data collected is destined to be encrypted and archived, as per IU’s Data
Archival Policies.



Provide anticipated project start and end dates.  The end date should mark the date when Restricted Data, as provided under this
request, will be destroyed.

Research
Description
:

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between student
participation in Social Annotation (SA) and their subsequent writing practices. The
secondary objective is to investigate how students participate in SA as a form of writing,
social interaction, and meaning-making in multiple course contexts. The tertiary purpose
of this study is to investigate how instructors plan, facilitate, and support student
participation in both SA and other writing activities.

To accomplish these objectives, we are intending to gather student and instructor data
from Canvas in our designated courses (sections of W131, W170, L203, L204, & L205). We
also will gather the SA data from Hypothesis and attempt to align those data sets, which
will allow us the opportunity to investigate our objectives, but really to determine to what
degree social annotation as critical reading, writing, and learning activity has an impact on
student writing. We will do this by examining the kinds and types of annotations students
make as well as analyzing the content of those annotations (individually and in context
with one another). This will allow us to make sense of social annotation practices as a
form of writing and how that activity and the social interaction contributes to
meaning-making for students. Using that information, we will engage in analyses of
student work / student writing (e.g., essays) and then attempt to determine to what
extent social annotation has an impact on students’ other writing practices. But we will
also approach this as a complex model, attempting to take into consideration teaching
practices (from instructor annotation to instructor feedback). Further, beyond just basic
frequencies measures and obvious correlations, and beyond textual and rhetorical
analysis considerations, we will also use computational processes like topical modeling
and textual mining to determine how abstract topics and other concepts manifest across a
range of documents as well as looking at semantic structures in the texts themselves. We
hope to use the data gathered not only to create a multidimensional picture of student
writing practices (and their influence by social annotation), but to also look at each writing
engagement itself as an opportunity to better understand how students are participating
in the expected work of these courses.

Some guiding questions:
- What kinds of writing are students engaged in with social annotation?
- What does their social annotation practices help us understand about their critical

reading and critical thinking practices?
- How does their social annotation work impact/influence their writing in the

course (from short assignments to essays)?
- Are there clear correlations between their social annotation activities (as an

individual and as a collective) and the kinds of abstracted topics or conceptual
engagements they pursue in other course writings?

- Are there clear points of intervention from the instructor (in either social
annotation work, in instructor feedback, or even through specific instructor
teaching practices) that have significant impact on student writing (in either social
annotation activities or in other/future course writing assignments)?



Description must enumerate the specific, as-yet-unanswered research question(s) to be addressed with the requested Restricted
Data.  This section should also justify the data request, describing how requested data will be used to answer the research
question(s), and the analytical approach that will be employed.  Response to this section can be substituted by a link to a public
preregistration.  In most cases, the description should not exceed 500 words.

Data
Selection: The data we want to gather from Canvas from the designated courses and sections

includes:
- all Social Annotative assignment content (e.g., assignment descriptions);
- all Essay assignment content (e.g., assignment descriptions) and/or similarly

defined writing assignments/activities;
- all completed student essays and/or similarly defined writing assignments;
- all instructor feedback (including grades) on student essays and/or similarly

defined writing assignments.
- final course grades (from SIS/registrar).

Once the full range of data from the designated courses and sections has been pulled,
we would want to filter the gathered data so as to remove all data from participants
who have opted-out of the study and to assign a numerical pseudonym to all
participants (removing personal identifiers).

Again, to revisit a note from earlier, the full research personnel would only have
access to the cleaned/filtered data. The full raw data, if one needed access to this data
for any reason, would be restricted to the PI and Co-PI.. Further, any linkage data
will have access restricted to PI, except temporary granted access to select personnel
for specific research related tasks.

Describe the data elements necessary to address the research question(s), including rules for defining the sample.  It may be useful
to reference the documentation of the Unizin Data Platform, and Canvas Data.  Additional data elements may be available upon
request.  It should be apparent from the Research Description how each requested data element will be used to address the stated
research question(s).  If authentic personal identifiers are requested (e.g., username, student ID, etc.), this request must be justified
in the Research Description – otherwise the data will be provided with random codes to identify each individual. Response to this
section can be substituted by a link to a public preregistration, provided the preregistration includes detailed description of the
required raw data. 

PI Signature /
Date:

Original -  2/12/21
Revised/Updated -  5/28/21

https://cos.io/prereg/
https://docs.udp.unizin.org/
https://portal.inshosteddata.com/docs
https://cos.io/prereg/

